
“One of the most exciting young bassists in jazz”
— The New York Times

For more than a decade, bassist and composer Harish Raghavan has helped lay 
the foundation for a thriving generation of explosively creative artists. The 2008 
Thelonious Monk Competition semifinalist continues to garner acclaim from 
critics and peers as a sound architect for original projects from Ambrose 
Akinmusire’s to Eric Harland’s. Other longtime collaborators include Logan 
Richardson, MacArthur Fellow Vijay Iyer, Gerald Clayton, Gretchen Parlato, 
Taylor Eigsti and saxophonist-composer Walter Smith III, who considers 
Raghavan an artist who “feels music deeply.” 

“[It’s] evident in his playing,” says Smith, who recently recorded In Common 
(Whirlwind Recordings) alongside Raghavan. “Beyond the choices of notes and 
rhythms, there is always an emotional drive behind his approach.”

Born in Chicago, the New York-based artist began playing South Indian 
percussion Mridanga at age 7, transitioning to bass at 16. Raghavan’s appetite 
for a wide selection of styles and traditions has allowed him to craft an inclusive 
and deeply personal expression around both written and spontaneous 
composition. Slated for release in November, Raghavan’s debut album Calls for 
Action (Whirlwind Recordings) reflects nuances is his development as a 
composer and a band leader. Fifteen tracks of original music serve as a cohesive 
narrative for the album, as well as stand-alone suites on either side of its vinyl 
release. 

“The pieces range from reflections of key moments, to people who’ve had a 
profound impact on my life, while others are calls to ignite action,” says 
Raghavan, whose band comprises Joel Ross on vibraphone, Immanuel Wilkins 
on alto saxophone, Micah Thomas on piano and Kweku Sumbry on drums. 

Raghavan spent six years in Los Angeles, receiving his Bachelor of Arts in Music 
from USC — where he studied rigorously under mentors John Clayton and Dave 
Carpenter, and later with Robert Hurst — and has become a highly sought 
educator on New York and West Coast scenes, and throughout the world. 
Teaching credits include Stanford Jazz Workshop, The New School, Siena Jazz 
Workshop, Banff and Centrum Jazz Workshop. He appears regularly on the 
international festival circuit, including throughout more than 100 countries on 
nearly every continent. 



Raghavan’s expression is at once individualistic and foundational — and always 
connected to his consciousness. Fellow artists value his ability to stretch out over 
metrically sophisticated compositions and develop harmonic ideas, as well as his 
sharp, experiential awareness in dictating the direction of the music. “[Harish] 
takes on socially relevant topics and uses his platform as a band leader to 
promote awareness and to be a catalyst for change,” says Smith. 

The release of Calls for Action promises a busy tour schedule for Raghavan as 
both a leader and a collaborator throughout 2020. As he continues to add 
performances to his calendar, listeners can stay up to date on news and 
appearances by visiting www.harishraghavan.com 


